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ABSTRACT-- Digital reviews play a crucial role in enhancing global communications Therefore the (digital 

reviews) sellers are sometimes benefitted , but always the loss is for the customers (online purchasers) due to the 

fake data.. E-commerce acts like Amazon, Flipkart, etc. provide a platform to consumers to share their experience 

and provide real insights about the achievement of the product to future buyers. In order to extract valuable insights 

from an outsized set of reviews, classification of reviews into negative and positive sentiment is needed. Sentiment 

Analysis may be a computational study to excerpt subjective information from the text. In this work, Sentiment 

analysis or opinion mining is one of the primary tasks of NLP (Natural Language Processing). In recent years , to 

review any product or about web site Sentiment analysis play a vita role. In this paper, we focus to implements the 

matter of sentiment polarity categorization, which is surrounded by the elemental problems of sentiment analysis. 

polarity categorization is proposed  in a general process for sentiment with detailed process descriptions.  Usage 

of data in this study are online product reviews collected from various e-shopping websites like Amazon.com, 

Flipkart, epay and etc. Product reviews were pre-processed using text processing techniques. In pre-processing, 

the Product review files are generated as a flat-file. The flat file is tokenized into sentences and the keywords are 

listed after removing the stop words. We have identified the frequency of each word and extracts the topic which 

has the highest frequency count. Similar comments in each topic are clustered and then the clustered words are 

classified into positive or negative comments. The classified comments are generated as a chart for straightforward 

visualization.  

KEYWORDS-- review prediction using sentimental analysis For multiple e-shopping websites 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Sentiment analysis (also known as: sentiment mining, sentiment classification, opinion mining, 

subjectivity analysis, appraisal extraction or review mining, and in some cases polarity classification) can 

be handled with the computational handling of subjective, sentiment, and opinion in the text. It plans to 

understand the opinion or attitude of a writer with reference to a particular topic or goal. 

The opinion mining is very much useful in ecommerce websites, furthermore advantageous with 

individual. An ever increasing amount of results are saved on the online also because the amount of 

individuals would collecting items from web are increasing, as a result, the users reviews or posts are 
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increasing everyday. The reviews close to shipper sites to express their feeling. Any organization for 

instance , web forums, discourse groups, blogs etc., there'll be an in extent add up for information. Records 

identified with items on the online , which are useful to both makers and clients. The process of finding user 

opinion about the problem or product or subject is named as opinion mining. It also can be defined because 

the process of automatic extraction of data by means of opinions expressed by the user who is currently 

using the merchandise about some product is called as opinion mining.  The emotions are separated out from 

the extracted opinions is called as Sentiment Analysis. The objective of Sentiment Analysis and opinion 

mining is to form computer ready to recognize and express feelings . This work intensifies on mining Product 

reviews from the college websites, which allows user to openly write the view. It naturally extracts the 

reviews from the website. To allot the review as positive and negative review it uses machine learning 

algorithm. At the finish we've used quality metric parameters to live the act of whole algorithm. 

  

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In [1], the authors have proposed Product review Evaluation may be a necessary a part of any institute to 

take care of and monitor the tutorial quality of the system. Traditionally, a questionnaire based system is 

employed to guage the performance of teachers of an institute. Here, they propose an automatic evaluation 

system supported sentiment analysis, which shall be more versatile and meaningful than existing system. In 

their proposed system, Product review is collected within the sort of running text and sentiment analysis is 

performed to spot important aspects along side the orientations using supervised and semi supervised 

machine learning techniques.However the knowledge we get, could also be very subjective or person 

based. to urge correct information about products and services, we'd like sizable amount of opinions. 

In [2], they have presented machine learning and sentiment analysis principles to assess the correlation 

bounded by ”public sentiment” and ”market sentiment”. We need twitter data to conclude public mood and 

use the anticipated mood and former days DJIA values to think the stock swap movements. In that paper, 

they tested a hypothesis promoted the assumption of behavioral economics, that the emotions and moods of 

people affect their decison making process, thus, appear in a direct correlation between ”public sentiment” 

and ”market sentiment”. They performed sentiment analysis on publicly available Twitter data to seek 

out the general public mood and therefore the degree of membership are within 4 classes - Alert, Calm, 

Happy and type . 

In [3], they have proposed of this Guide is to help higher education institutions make the best use of their 

student Product review. This guide is based on a HEFCE funded project undertaken by the Centre for Higher 

Education Research and Information (CHERI). The purpose of this Guide is to help higher education 

institutions make the best use of their student Product review. All institutions collect Product review from 

their students and in many different forms. They use it to improve the quality of the education they provide. 

In recent years, there has been a shift in the balance between informal and formal types of student Product 

review with a greater emphasis on the latter. Now, new devolved sorts of national quality assurance 

promise to offer a crucial role to students and there's also an expectation that information from student 

Product review will be wont to inform the alternatives of scholars when applying to education . 
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Thus, because the importance attached to student Product review increases, ensuring that Product review is 

collected effectively and used wisely becomes an increasing priority for  education institutions. This Guide 

draws on the experiences of the sector to highlight some of the good practices that exist as well as some of 

the problems that institutions are experiencing in using student Product review. Its focus is upon the use of 

student Product review for the purpose of enhancing the quality of teaching and learning. Other purposes 

are acknowledged but are not the main emphasis of this publication. Data mining related survey present in 

[4]. 

In [5], the authors have proposed Substantial efforts are made recently to match the effectiveness of 

traditional course formats to alternative formats (most often, online delivery compared to traditional on-site 

delivery). This study explores, not the delivery format but rather the evaluation format. It analyzes 

traditional paper and pencil methods for course evaluation with electronic methods. Eleven instructors  took 

part in the study. Each instructor taught two sections of an equivalent course; at the top , one course received a 

web course evaluation, the opposite a standard pencil and paper evaluation. 

In [6], the authors have proposed using opinion mining with sentiment analysis to develop a teacher's 

performance evaluation tool. The study  helps to recognizes the strengths and weaknesses of the faculty 

members based on the positive and negative Product review of the students either in English or in Filipino 

language. The proposed system computes the sentiment score from the  numerical response and qualitative 

data valuating from the quantitative data of teachers evaluation. It will also graphically perform the 

evaluation result including the percentage of positive and negative Product review of the students. Thus, the 

educators and school administrators will be more familiar about the sentiments and interests of the students. 

In [7], they have proposed Universities collect qualitative and quantitative Product review from students 

upon course completion in order to improve course quality and students’ learning experience. Combining 

program-wide and module-specific questions, universities collect Product review from students on three 

main aspects of a course namely, teaching style, content, and learning experience. The Product review is 

collected through both qualitative comments and quantitative scores. Current methods for analyzing the 

scholar course evaluations are manual and majorly specialise in quantitative Product review and come 

short of an in-depth exploration of qualitative Product review.  

In [8], the authors have proposed Twitter is a micro blogging site in which users can post updates (tweets) 

to friends (followers). It has become an endless dataset of the so-called sentiments. In this paper, we 

introduce an approach to selection of a replacement feature set supported Information Gain, Bigram, Object-

oriented extraction methods in sentiment analysis on social networking side. In addition, we also proposes 

a sentiment analysis model supported Naive Bayes and Support Vector Machine. Its purpose is to analyze 

sentiment more effectively. This model determined to be highly effective and accurate on the analysis of 

feelings. 

In [9], the authors have proposed Students’ real-time Product review has numerous advantages in education, 

however, analysing Product review while teaching is both stressful and time consuming. To address this 

problem, we propose to analyse Product review automatically using sentiment analysis. Sentiment analysis 

is domain dependent and although it's been applied to the tutorial domain before, it's not been previously 

used for real-time Product review. To find the best model for automatic analysis we look at four aspects: 
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pre-processing, features, machine learning techniques and the use of the neutral class. We found that  the 

very best result for the four aspects is Support Vector Machines (SVM) with the very best level of 

preprocessing, unigrams and no neutral class. 

In [10], the authors have described for polarity classification of financial news articles by a rule-based 

sentiment analysis algorithm. The system utilizes a previous polarity lexicon to classify the financial news 

articles into positive or negative. Sentiment composition rules are wont to determine the polarity of 

every sentence within the news story , while the Positivity/Negativity ratio (P/N ratio) is employed to 

calculate the sentiment standards of the overall content of each news article. The performance of the 

Sentiment analyser was evaluated employing a dataset of manually annotated financial news articles 

collected from various online financial newspapers. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

We have collected data for study purpose form amazon dataset. The data has Product review possessed 

from students there are 1501 records.“ Microsoft Excel” is the  tool used for analysis. We uses sentiment 

analysis for studying the merchandise review . Newly, many websites inspired researchers for literal and 

switching their views, opinions and suggestions associated with scientific papers. Sentiment analysis desires 

at certain  attitude of a writer with reference to some topics or the general sentiment polarity of a 

text, like  negative or positive. Sentiment polarity and Sentiment score are the two major issues by Sentiment 

analysis. Sentiment polarity will be  either positive or negative which is a binary value. 

 

 

Figure 1 : Proposed Framework 

 

Only negative and positive sentiment orientation has been acknowledged for classification of reviews in 

this research. We have used  tools such as excel for analysis and similarly we can use Python tool also. The 

methodology we used here is sentiment analysis, the sentiment analysis also can be applied on various 

twitter data to understand about various trends, polarity and that we can analyze public opinion, it can also be 

applied on various reviews data, to review customer surveys , public talks on a product. On other hand, we 

can invent another approach within the mining of sentiment  on the online . Web opinion mining mainly 

aims at extracting summarize, and records various aspects of subjective information on  online . This can 

prove advantageous for advertising companies or trend watchers. By a synopsis of Sentiment analysis 
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defection that refers to the use of natural language processing, text analysis and computational linguistics 

to identify and extract subjective information in source materials. 

 

Figure 2: System Flow Diagram 

 In Figure 2, a universal model of feature extraction from opinion information is demonstrated, essentially 

the information database is built,  

 next POS tagging is performed on the fake review, next the features are dragged out using grammar rules 

such as adjective with noun or so on, as nouns are considered as features and adjectives are  considered as sentiment 

words.  

 Next notion of words are obtained  by its polarity identification. For accuracy some models also calculate 

sentence polarity. 

 At last all the results are combined to obtain briefly. 

The overview of the methodology that has been wisely used for validating and  developing  the prediction models 

are followed below.  

i. Preprocessing of data is done and the features are isolated.  

ii. The word vector is developed for data model I using attributes,unigram similarly using 

iii. product attributes as features, data model II is developed using bigram and unigram and data model III 

using trigram ,bigram and unigram features. 

iv. feature set. 

a. Machine Learning model is constructed.  

v. Prediction of the class (positive, negative or neutral) for each review is done on the 

vi. test data set. 

vii. With actual values obtained, the prediction results are compared. 

viii. The various quality parameters are evaluated and the prediction results are compared. 

 

DATA SOURCE 

Data Collection Extraction Of 
positive and negative amazon

Preprocessing of amazon 
dataset

Feature Extraction

Training data set

Testing data set using  
Classification  Algorithm

Compute  Accuracy
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For any consumer to make an effective decision on buying a product, online product reviews serve as excellent 

sources. The consumer can get product related information through online reviews. Star ratings of a product serves 

as an excellent cues for decision making as they provide a quick indication of a review. 

 

Data preparation 

The sentiment data set contains a set of product review used in this work sentences which were categorized as 

negative, positive or neutral class. In neutral class not all sentences have sentiments so it is important. The neutral 

class mostly not  considered  between positive and negative classes, but also as a class that which majorly denotes 

the lack of sentiment. We force the words to be split as either positive class or negative class leaving no room for 

neutrality in binary classes. This further leads to over fitting and it becomes vulnerable to situations where due to 

randomness, a particular neutral word repeats more times in positive or negative class examples. For constructing 

the dataset, we collected data from amazon dataset.  

Then the Product reviews are extracted and sentiment class is assigned based on the review score in the data format 

(sentiment class is positive if review score is >3, if review score is < 3 the class label is assigned negative or else 

the class label is assigned neutral). Amongst 121 Product review sentences, 9 are positive reviews, 13 are negative 

reviews and 99 are neutral review sentences.  

 

Feature Extraction 

The product attributes in the review sentences are to be collected by part of speech (POS) tagging by 

considering each of positive, negative and neutral class reviews. The main aim is to extract the features about a 

particular product and to analyze the features which people like or dislike. It is also important to identify the 

product features that people are interested in discussing. These product features contribute to the crucial step. For 

example, consider a sentence from the reviews of a digital camera: 

 

“The staffs Teaching is very clear.” 

In the above sentence, it is clear that the user is convinced with the quality of the picture of the camera. Here 

the user talks about picture which is considered as a feature. In certain product review sentences, features are 

explicitly stated whereas in some reviews, it is very hard to find the feature as they are implicit. In our research, 

we have focused only on the explicitly stated features and are identified by noun or noun phrases. The identification 

of implicit features are left for future work. Usually nouns or noun phrases in review sentences are considered as 

product features. For this research, we extracted only noun phrases from a document based on the consideration 

that the feature terms are nouns. The NLP Stanford parser has been used to parse each review and to split text into 

sentences and for each word POS tag is produced.  

In review database all sentence considered for review processing along with the POS tag information of each 

word in the sentence are stored. The generation of frequent features is the next step. They create a transaction file 

for this purpose. Only preprocessed nouns/noun phrases of the sentence will be contained in transaction file. By 

association mining all the frequent pattern item sets are identified. An item set is a set of words that occurs together 

in a paragraph. The need for using association mining in this process is to identify the frequent item sets that are 

likely to be product features. The infrequent noun or noun  phrases are expected to be non-product features. Apriori 
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algorithm is applied on the transaction set of nouns/noun phrases. Each resulting frequent item set is a possible 

feature, if minimum support of the product review sentences are more than 1%. All the candidate frequent features 

generated association mining are not genuine features. Compactness pruning and redundancy pruning are used to 

discard the unlikely features. For redundancy pruning a support lower than the minimum p-support of three is used. 

Classifiers 

 Models  for categorization of text are: Naïve Bayesian, Support Vector Machine, kNN, Decision Tree and MLP. 

NAIVE BAYES 

Naive Bayes may be a statistical classification technique supported Bayes Theorem. It is one among the only 

supervised learning algorithms. Naive Bayes classifier is that the fast, accurate and reliable algorithm. Naive Bayes 

classifiers have high  speed and accuracy on large datasets. 

Naive Bayes classifier calculates the probability of an occasion within the following steps: 

• Step 1: Calculate the previous probability for given class labels 

• Step 2: Find possible probability with each attribute for each class 

• Step 3: Put these value in Bayes Formula and calculate last probability. 

• Step 4: See which class has a bigger probability, given the input belongs to the higher probability class. 

SVM 

 Support vector machines are supervised learning models with affiliated learning algorithms that analyze 

data and recognize patterns, used for classification and multivariate analysis in machine learning . Given a 

group of coaching examples, each marked as belonging to at least one of two categories, an SVM training 

algorithm builds a model that assigns new examples into one category or  the opposite , making it a no 

probabilistic binary linear classifier. An SVM model may be a representation of the examples as points in 

space, mapped in order that the samples of the separate categories are divided by a transparent gap that's as 

wide as possible. New examples are then mapped into that very same space and predicted to belong to a 

category supported which side of the gap they fall on. the most advantage of the SVM network used as a 

classifier is its excellent generalization ability and very powerful learning procedure, resulting in the 

worldwide minimum of the defined error function. 

SVMs are often wont to solve various world problems: Classification of images also can be performed using 

SVMs. SVMs also are useful in life science to classify proteins with up to 90% of the compounds classified 

correctly. Advantages of SVM is below 

 Effective in high dimensional spaces. 

 Still  there are adequate  in cases where number of dimensions is greater than the number of samples. 

 Usage of subset of training points in the decision function (called support vectors), so it is also memory 

efficient. 

 Versatile: various Kernel functions can be specified for the decision function. Common kernels are 

implemented, but it is also possible to specify custom kernels 

 

kNN 
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K-nearest neighbors (KNN) algorithm uses ‘feature similarity’ to predict the values of latest datapoints which 

further means the new datum are going to be assigned a worth supported how closely it matches the points within 

the training set. we will understand its working with the assistance of following steps − 

Step 1 − For implementing any algorithm, we'd like dataset. So during the primary step of KNN, we must load 

the training also as test data. 

Step 2 − Next, we'd like to settle on the worth of K i.e. the closest data points. K are often any integer. 

Step 3 − for every point within the test data do the subsequent − 

• 3.1 − Calculate the space between test data and every row of coaching data with the assistance of any of the 

tactic namely: Euclidean, Manhattan or Hamming distance. the foremost commonly used method to calculate 

distance is Euclidean. 

• 3.2 − Now, supported the space value, sort them in ascending order. 

• 3.3 − Next, it'll choose the highest K rows from the sorted array. 

• 3.4 − Now, it'll assign a category to the test point supported most frequent class of those rows. 

Step 4 − End 

 

Decision Tree 

A decision nodes encompassing like hierarchical tree structure for defining attributes and edges for denoting 

attribute values. This defines within the sort of a tree allows to construct decision rules that classify new instances 

of the data. 

MLP 

In the Multilayer perceptron, there can quite one linear layer (combinations of neurons). If we take the 

straightforward example the three-layer network, first layer are going to be the input layer and last are going to be 

output layer and middle layer are going to be called hidden layer. We feed our input file into the input layer and 

take the output from the output layer. we will increase the amount of the hidden layer the maximum amount as we 

would like , to form the model more complex consistent with our task

 

Figure 3 MLP Architecture 

 

The most typical neural network model is Feed Forward Network. Its goal is to approximate some function f (). 

Given, for example, a classifier y = f ∗ (x) that pictures an input x to an output class y, the MLP find the best 

approximation to that classifier by illustrating a mapping, y = f(x; θ) and learning the best parameters θ for it. The 

MLP networks are possessed of many functions that are chained together. 
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IV. RESULT   

Polarity and Product review Analyzing the review data to appreciates the sentiments of the students and what  

about the teachers. The present analysis is taken in Microsoft Excel 2010. Totally 121 students here gives there 

Product review about teaching of the faculty members, the dataset is collected from kaggel for the sentiment 

analysis. Excel is used to analyze the reviews and to know what types of reviews are mostly given by the students. 

 

Table 1: Sentiments Frequency 

Sentiments Frequency 

Positive 9 

Negative 13 

Neutral 99 

Total 121 

 

The previous table shows the frequency range  of positive, negative and neutral Product review and there are 

121 Product review in pivot table. We can draw the bar chart from above . The reviews are classified as positive, 

negative and neutral and the analysis here shows the percentage of the sentiments. 

  

 

Figure 4: Sentimental Frequency Chart 

 

Fig. 4 shows the bar chart which represents the sentiments according to their frequency so it easily tells that 

neutral reviews are more than positive and negative review. The chart shows the presentation in which neutral 

reviews are more than 99 whereas negative reviews are close to 13 related to positive review so that the teaching 

can be improved to get more positive Product review. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In  present paper, we've reported the analysis of Product review data of amazon. we've finished the sentiment 

analysis by using excel as tool. The investigation  here  looked into sort of Product reviews and polarity of 
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teaching from these analysis we get to know about which Product review student shall give in extra number about 

teaching consistent with that we will make some advantage in teaching, or most Product review are positive then 

we will control teaching level as earlier but if more Product review are negative then corrective actions and 

decisions should be taken. The study represents common students look over towards teaching and it's supported 

each review. 

We should  get to work further and analyze the twitter data by using sentiment analysis methodology as 

popular opinion which is the best tool to understand the trends. These proposed work contain some graph analysis 

and frequency analyzing by doing further enhancement work we will define  the trends summary level breakup 

like wise more operations on web based opinions which can wont to take corrective actions and decisions. 
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